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Materials Needed 

Hat 60g Chick Double knit yarn (wine red, 165 yards) 
Scarf 180g Chick double knit yarn (wine red, 495 yards) 

6.5mm crochet hook 
Stitch marker 

Needle to sew in ends 
 

Abbreviations and stitches used 
Chain  Ch  

Yarn over Yo 

Single crochet Sc  

Half double crochet hdc 

Feather stitch Feather st 

Cluster stitch Cl st 

Drop single crochet Drop sc 

Back loops only B.l.o  

Single crochet two together Sc2tog 

Skip  Sk  

Stitch(es) St(s) 

Slip stitch Sl st 

Repeat  Rep  

 
Special notes and stitch instructions 

 Ch2 counts as a hdc. 

 Only sl st when pattern calls for it. 

 Hat is worked in the round. 

 Sc2tog/decrease sts are made over 2 sts. 

 Sc2tog/dec: Insert your hook into the st, yo, pull up a loop (2 loops on the hook), insert your 
hook into the next st, yo, pull up a loop (3 loops on the hook), yo, pull through all 3 loops on 
the hook. 

 The feather st for the hat and the scarf will look different. The hat is done in the round 
without turning and you turn after every round when you do the scarf. 

Scarf  

 Shell: (2dc, ch1, 2dc) in the same st. 

 Scarf pattern is multiples of 3+5, so you can make it any size you want. 

 Turn after every round. 

 Cl sts are made over 3 sts. 

 When you do the gauge swatch, the cl sts will pull inwards and the swatch will shrink by .5, 
the next row will stretch out the swatch and it will give you 4’. 

 Sc2tog/dec: Insert your hook into the st, yo, pull up a loop (2 loops on the hook), insert your 
hook into the next st, yo, pull up a loop (3 loops on the hook), yo, pull through all 3 loops on 
the hook. 

 Scarf measures 237 cm. 

 The pictures are there as a visual guide. Look at the pictures and read through the notes. 

 The st marker is there to mark your row when crocheting in the round. 

 The scarf is done with both the feather st and cl st. 
 


